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When a new cycle comes into your life, in the conjuncture of the stars, beloved soul, contemplate
the celestial message that your Creator sends to you.

Receive the impulses that He generated in the manifestation of your essence and, through a deep
communication with God, understand His Sacred Geometry and, through that, the designs of the
Father for the cycles that will come.

When you become another year older on this Earth, know that your evolution is renewed and your
commitment with God expands. The depths of maturity of your human spiritual being will lead you
into ever greater responsibilities for God and His Plan.

So then, renew your spirit in this new cycle, letting His Love close the deepest and most hidden
wounds that are still open from the experiences of life.

Surrender your most inner sorrows to your Creator, your silent feeling of helplessness when facing
that which you cannot offer to God.

For an instant, allow the pain that you share with the Creator, for what He sees of the world, to be
eased and healed because to begin a new cycle it is necessary to restore and ease the heart.

Reacquire the impulses lost in the battles of this life, rebuild the hope wounded by the cunning
actions of the enemy upon souls and trust, little soul, that each prayer recited by those who were
once lost on the path will be the merit that will open the Doors of a new Heaven to them at the last
instant of their lives.

Breathe for a moment and receive the Breath of God. His Divine Love renews your consciousness
and, in a profound and silent dialogue, everything is made new. This is your birthday with God.

Receive My blessing for the cycle that will come.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


